Daily Schedule Pocket Chart
Organize your Classroom!

Includes:

• 13” W x 42.5” H Pocket Chart with 14 rows of pockets
• 15 Double-Sided Write & Wipe Analog Clock Faces
• 20 Double-Sided Write & Wipe Digital Time Cards including 16 blanks
• 13 Double-Sided Write & Wipe Subject Cards including 8 blanks
• 3 Bottom Storage Pockets

The Daily Schedule Pocket Chart makes displaying daily classroom schedules easy! This pocket chart was designed with three columns of pockets in 14 rows (42 pockets total). You can display 14 separate events or subjects together with the analog clock faces and digital time cards. Start off by writing the time on the write and wipe clock face and place it in the first pocket. Find the corresponding digital time or write it on one of the 24 blank time cards. Place that card in the second pocket. Finally, find the subject that occurs during this time or write it on one of the 9 blank subject cards provided. Now you have the first activity in your schedule completed. Continue this process as you go through your daily schedule.
The Daily Schedule Pocket Chart is big enough for students to read what is next in the schedule and at what time it occurs, but does not take up much space in the classroom. The bright colors of the cards make the times stand out so they are easy to read.

The Daily Schedule Pocket Chart is also helpful for students who arrive late or for those who want to know where the class is throughout the day.

Telling time and organizing your classroom has never been so easy!

Expand your collection of Pocket Chart Teaching Tools with these Learning Resources® products:

LER 2418  Calendar & Weather Pocket Chart
LER 2419  Class Tracker Pocket Chart
LER 2982  Elapsed Time Pocket Chart
LER 3233  Magnetic Daily Schedule